CFA Society India, would like to inform you about an event hosted by CMT Association: The Inaugural CMT India Summit 2019

When: Nov 23, 2019
Where: Taj Lands End, Mumbai

Discounted Fee for CFA Society India Members
Apply coupon code: INDIA55

Register here
For more queries contact Joel Pannikot
+91-98921-55776
joel@cmtassociation.org

India Summit: How Technical Analysis has Evolved to Adapt in Uncertain Markets – 23rd November 2019, Taj Land’s End, Mumbai.

Since the advent of trading in 18th-century rice markets of Osaka, Japan, traders have recognized that price holds a treasure trove of information about the behavior of market participants and the demand for individual securities. Complex data visualization, algorithmic trading strategies and quantitative methodologies all continue to rely on first principles of the market first understood by technicians hundreds of years ago.

At our inaugural India Summit, you’ll spend a full day learning from and networking with the world’s leading practitioners of technical analysis in asset management, research, and trading. Learn how persistent market anomalies such as trend, momentum, and mean reversion are observed, calculated and captured for alpha generation and risk mitigation in multi-asset portfolios.

Know your Speakers
16+ domestic and international speakers, from living legends like Martin Pring and Ralph Acampora, global superstars like JC Parets and Julius de Kempenear, domestic stars like Atul Suri and Shiv Sehgal, academic giants like Madhu Veeraraghavan, and future achievers like Piyush Chaudhry and Nitesh Khandelwal.

IAIP members are eligible to earn 6.5 CE Credits for attending this Programme. Kindly ensure to register yourself at the registration desk with your Membership Number.

Disclaimer:
- Members are requested to do their own due Diligence about the content & relevance before Registering.
- This Conference/program is brought to you solely by CMT Association. Indian Association of Investment Professionals (IAIP) is only communicating details of this Program on behalf of Economic Times.
- The decision of CMT Association authorities on the order of receipt of application, acceptance of application and offering of the discount will be final and binding upon the all applicants. IAIP has no role to play in this and bears no responsibility for the same.
- IAIP does not guarantee and/or make any representation about the usefulness and/or worthiness and/or benefit of this Program; IAIP is not involved in curating the content or evaluating and inviting the speakers.